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172 Diesel Multiple Unit Porterbrook

Passenger Satisfaction
The Class 172 “Turbostars” are the ultimate development of the concept, 
being substantially different to the earlier units.  The principle changes are 
lightweight bogies, more powerful engine, and new gearbox,  mechanically 
fixed windows and a gangway cab.  These changes optimise the design 
for suburban working with station stops less than 5 minutes apart, 
although they are suitable for other services since they retain their 100 
mph maximum speed. 

Door positioning is at 1/3 – 2/3 along their 23 metre length to keep down 
dwell times.  The swing-plug doors help to reduce noise and draughts so 
the passenger environment is as good as the classic “inter-city” style of 
end doors.  Many services have frequent stops for part of their journey 
followed by longer runs more “inter-city” in character.  The Class 172 
design accommodates this requirement well, although their present interior 
is based on suburban operation.

Air conditioning is quiet, unobtrusive but effective, being supplied from two 
modules set into the roof above the doorways.  Interlocking vents distribute 
the air without causing the draughts associated with some designs.  A 
Toilet is fitted to one end vehicle, not in intermediate (MS) vehicles.

Seats are supplied by Primarius and have narrow backs to maximise 
legroom with a tapered top to improve visibility.  Armrests are not fitted 
but small spacers ensure seats are adequately separated for passenger 
comfort.  Luggage racks are metal with a machined pattern to allow 
visibility of luggage. 

These units have transformed the service in the West Midlands where 
they have been introduced offering a much improved environment, much 
quieter than the older units they replaced and allowing an extra station 
stop to be added with no extension of end-to-end running time.  
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172 Diesel Multiple Unit 

Refurbishment and 
Modernisation

Long life two-pack paint is applied, however re-branding 
can be quickly achieved using decals.  The bodyshell 
is aluminium, with extrusions riveted together on to full 
length underframe and roof sections.  Interior fittings 
are modular, built around standard window spacing.  
Gangway fitted Steel cabs are bolted to the bodyshell 
tube to provide energy absorption.  The gangway cab 
is a slightly narrower version of the design used on the 
Electrostar units and so is well proven in service.

The modular construction of the vehicles 
facilitates easy revision of the interior.  Although 
the interior is currently built for commuters the 
clean lines and low noise mean the units could 
easily be re-configured for longer distance 
working.  The use of a mechanical gearbox 
reduces noise as the engine no longer runs at 
full revs through the acceleration phase. 

The units are compliant to disability regulations, 
including a universal toilet and compatible Passenger 
Information System.

The Class 172 units are coupling compatible with the 
Ex-Regional Railways “Sprinter” trains and with a small 
modification can be made compatible with Class 168 
which are identical except for the brake circuit wiring.  
Couplers are the BSI standard but coupler heads can 
be exchanged with a small degree of engineering 
intervention to be compatible with Class 171 which use 
a Dellner head.
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Engineering
The drive train of the Class 172 breaks with the Class 170 standard, 
using a more powerful MTU 6H1800R83 of 360kW, compared to 
the 315kW on earlier units.  Acceleration is further enhanced by the 
use of a ZF mechanical gearbox, which cuts down energy losses 
compared to the Voith used on Class 170.  The engine is mounted 
on a support raft, close-coupled to ZF transmission.  The engine 
has proved a success with overhaul periods around 450,000 miles 
depending on duty cycle.  Engine and transmission are normally 
removed for overhaul together.

The control software for the transmission can be optimised for 
different duty cycles, favouring fuel economy or performance for a 
given route. 

Although the 172 has many changes from the Class 
170s it has maintained compatibility with them and Class 
15X “Sprinter” vehicles.  This has been maintained by 
ensuring modifications to the earlier vehicles (such as 
Passenger Information Systems) are compatible with 
the new Turbostars.

As with all Turbostars the air conditioning modules 
are mounted in the roof above the doors from where 
they pass cooled air directly into the roof ducts.  They 
operate independently so in the event of one failing 
the other will still provide some cooling for the vehicle. 
Driving cabs are fitted with their own independent 
systems.

The Class 172 remains the ultimate development of 
the DMU and since the UK emphasis has switched to 
electrification it is likely to remain so for some time.

The bogies are the most significant design change 
from earlier Turbostars, being the inside-frame design 
used on the 125 mph “Voyager” units.  These are 
much lighter than the BR Series 3 design yet provide 
an equally good ride.  This bogie was developed from 
The British Rail B5000 bogie and has proved very 
successful in service.  With the increased power of the 
172 comes increased weight of the engine, but this 
is more than compensated for by the weight saving 
from the bogies and transmission.  The overall weight 
of the vehicles is 41.6 tonnes compared to the 46.5 
tons of the Class171.  The units were built in 2 and 3 
car configurations, the intermediate vehicles weighing 
only 38.8 tons.  For comparison, the Class 185 DMU 
intermediate vehicle, another 100 mph modern DMU 
with the same number of seats weighs 52.7 Tons, 35% 
heavier.
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Technical Information 172/2 &/3 Data Sheets 

  

Basic information 
  DMOS MOS DMOSL(W) 

Class 172 

Sub class /2  (2 cars) or /3 (3 cars) 

Manufacturer Bombardier Transportation 

Number of vehicles 27 15 27 

Route availability C1 gauge  – “Sprinter” speed concessions apply (RA1) 

Power MTU 6H1800R83 
360kW (483hp) 
Diesel Engine 

MTU 6H1800R83 
360kW (483hp) 
Diesel Engine 

MTU 6H1800R83 
360kW (483hp) 
Diesel Engine 

Hardware 

Length 
23.62m 23.0m 23.62 m 

Width 2.69m 

Height 3.77m 

Gauge Standard UK rail gauge (1435mm) 

Axle load 
 
Based on weighing of 
172 333.  Individual 
vehicles may vary. 

1 – 10854 kg 

2 – 10824 kg 

3 – 10177 kg 

4 – 10013 kg 

1 – 9148 kg 

2 – 9154 kg 

3 – 10289 kg 

4 – 10157 kg 

1 – 10797 kg 

2 – 10745 kg 

3 – 10560 kg 

4 – 10385 kg 

Coupling compatibility 
Outer: BSI 

Intermediate: Bar coupler 

Outer: None 

Intermediate: Bar coupler 

Outer: BSI 

Intermediate: Bar coupler 

Performance 

Maximum Speed 100mph 

Acceleration  Accelerates to 25mph in 45 seconds; 50mph in 80 seconds; 75 mph in 150 seconds 
and 100 mph in 362 seconds on flat level track, with low wind.   These figures are 
achieved with the vehicle in tare condition with all engines at operational temperature.  

Brake performance Compliant with Group Standard GM/TT 0172. 

Average fuel consumption 1 Litre per mile 

Braking System Westinghouse 3 step friction brake 

Other features 

e.g. In-cab radio system, 
CCTV, other passenger-
enhancing facilities. 

GSM-R Radio 
Air Conditioning 
(Saloon and cab 

independent systems) 

Air Conditioning 

GSM-R Radio 
Air Conditioning 
(Saloon and cab 

independent systems) 

Door configuration Pneumatically operated bi-parting swing/plug, 1/3 and 2/3 position (4 per vehicle). 

No. of seats 68 Standard, 8 Tip-up 72, 8 Tip-up 63 

Seating configuration 2+2 facing/unidirectional seating 

Floor space for standing 20.5m2 19.07m2 21.64m2 
Toilets 0 0 1 
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Build dates 
 

Unit DMOS MOS DMOSL(W) Year of 
Manufacture 

Previous numbers 
(if changed) 

172211 50211  79211 02/09/2011  

172212 50212  79212 30/09/2011  

172213 50213  79213 05/09/2011  

172214 50214  79214 21/09/2011  

172215 50215  79215 16/09/2011  

172216 50216  79216 22/09/2011  

172217 50217  79217 27/09/2011  

172218 50218  79218 03/10/2011  

172219 50219  79219 10/10/2011  

172220 50220  79220 17/10/2011  

172221 50221  79221 14/11/2011  

172222 50222  79222 23/12/2011  

172331 79331 56331 50332 11/12/2011  

172332 56332 56332 79332 08/11/2011  

172333 50333 56333 56333 20/07/2011  

172334 56334 56334 79334 23/11/2011  

172335 50335 56335 79335 24/10/2011  

172336 50336 56336 79336 14/10/2011  

172337 50337 56337 79337 26/07/2011  

172338 50338 56338 79338 26/07/2011  

172339 50339 56339 79339 09/08/2011  

172340 50340 56340 79340 16/08/2011  

172341 50341 56341 79341 29/07/2011  

172342 50342 56342 79342 21/09/2011  

172343 50343 56343 79343 31/08/2011  

172344 50344 56344 79344 14/10/2011  

172345 50345 56345 79345 18/08/2011  
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Heavy Maintenance 

Activity Commencement Duration Responsible 
party 

Bogie Overhaul (C4) 
635,000 Miles +15,000 /-0 Miles  

Couplers is at 1,250,000 miles +50k/-0 
Miles – done at 2nd C4  

5 business days/unit 
TOC 

C6 
C6(1) repair is at 7 years +1/-0 Years 
includes paint. 
 
C6(2) is at 15 years + 1/-0 Years 
 includes paint. 
 

25 business days/unit 
TOC 

Gangway 
replacement/Relay 
overhaul 

9.5 Years +0.5/-0  
2 business days 

TOC 

Engine Raft Half Life Repair is based on 220k 
miles +25k -0               

 Full overhaul is based on 425k +25k/-
0  miles 

1 business day 
TOC 

Brake raft/Reservoir 
overhaul 
 
 

14.5 Years +0.5/-0 Years – Done 
during C4 

2 business days 
TOC 

 
Modifications 

Modification Duration Nature of activity Responsible 
party 

Base Offer 

None 
 

 
 

Enhanced Offer 

    

Information not supplied 
None 
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